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Introduction
Gastric ulcers in horses are common, and are known to be associated with a variety of factors,
including unnatural high-energy feeds, intermittent feeding and the stress of training. Less well
known is that colonic ulcers are also common. The following research articles in this overview
discuss the prevalence of colonic ulcers along with information on a patented natural formula
that has been developed to address this poorly understood problem.
Over the course of a decade, one of the authors (Pellegrini) has performed over one thousand
necropsies of horses at abattoirs. The rates of colonic ulceration in these horses ranged between
60% and 80%. This is a primary indicator of ulcerative colitis, which may negatively impact
both the health and performance of the horse.
In 2003 a natural, oat-based functional feed was formulated specifically to normalize the colonic
environment. This formula, referred to as a Digestive Conditioning Program (“DCP”), was
commercialized in 2004 and marketed directly to horse owners and trainers. DCP is a functional
feed that is administered daily for at least a 90-day period. Controlled, blind tests of the formula
in over 200 horses in training have shown significant improvement over controls, based on
several markers of GI health. An analysis of these results is included in this overview.
In the intervening years, new understandings and approaches to colitis have been reported in the
literature. Based on those studies, as well as our own, a new functional feed product has been
formulated for veterinarian-only use, which we refer to as the Veterinary formula (“VF”). The
VF formula is based on the original DCP, with added ingredients known to enhance cell
regrowth and repair as well as mucus production. Using a multifaceted approach (CBC, serum
amyloid, fibrinogen and fecal blood test), this formula has been shown to meet or exceed the
efficacy of the original formula. The results of this study are also included in this overview.
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An Introduction to Colonic Ulcers in Horses
Franklin L. Pellegrini, DVM
By now, most horse veterinarians know that gastric ulcers are common in both foals and adult
horses, with rates ranging from 60% in show horses to 90% in race horses. 1
Because of its complicated and multifactorial nature, the term Equine Gastric Ulcer Syndrome
(EGUS) was coined. Known correlatives include the stress of heavy training and unnatural
feeding regimens – including grain-heavy diets and intermittent feeding – that are used to
maximize performance and minimize cost. 2
However, the damage done to the equine GI tract is not limited to the stomach. While the
stomach is affected by factors that induce EGUS, it is just the first way-station; the problems
continue throughout the entire GI tract. Carbohydrate loads in excess of what the small intestine
can absorb continue to the hindgut, where a portion of them are fermented by bacteria into lactic
acid, which can lead to hindgut acidosis.3
In over 1,000 necropsies of horses at abattoirs in Texas (U.S.A.) and Quebec (Canada), the
author has found colonic ulcers at rates up to 84%. 4 The lesions are evidence of ulcerative colitis,
an inflammatory disorder of the colon with poorly understood etiology and mechanisms. Along
with pathologies such as laminitis and colic, this suite of symptoms represents a syndrome that,
by analogy with EGUS, can be called ECUS for Equine Colonic Ulcer Syndrome. Although the
exact causes are speculative, there is evidence to implicate carbohydrate loading and other abrupt
dietary changes. 5 The incidence of colic is estimated at over 0.2 episodes per horse-year, 6 and
colic is the number one killer of horses. 7
Lesions and inflammation of the gut affect the absorption of nutrients and thus the overall wellbeing and performance of the horse. Ulcers and inflammation may be responsible for much of
the subclinical anemia, listlessness, weight loss and general poor health noted by many
performance horse veterinarians. In fact, the number one complaint about horses with ulcers is
that their performance is declining. 8 With these animals, environment has a larger impact on
their abilities than genetic factors. 9
Natural remedies have been developed specifically to mitigate the negative effects that intense
training and high-energy feeding has on the GI tract. One such product is called a Digestive
Conditioning Program (DCP). When nutritional supplements are formulated to address specific
bodily functions, it is called functional feeding. However, before any functional feed can be
properly digested, the gut itself must be sound. Therefore, a feed that supports proper gut
function is a necessary prerequisite for all other functional feeds. With the proper functional
feeding program, the equine GI tract can quickly recover from insults even during strenuous
training, allowing the horse to better absorb nutrients and operate at the peak of its abilities.
This overview includes a discussion of a large colonic ulcer study that motivated the
development of a new functional feed called the Veterinary Formula (VF). This product, based
on DCP, is designed to enhance normal healing of inflamed colonic tissue by promoting cellular
regrowth and mucus production. Also included in this overview is a study comparing this
veterinary formula with the original DCP formula and a control. Lastly, there is a discussion of
the ingredients in this new veterinary product.
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A Nine-Year Necroscopic Summary
of 524 Horses at Abattoirs
Franklin L. Pellegrini, DVM and Scott C. Anderson

Abstract
This article discusses a series of gross necroscopic examinations totaling 524 horses from
abattoirs in the United States and Canada over the eight year period from 2003 – 2011.
The first examination revealed that, in addition to gastric ulcers at rates of 80%, horses also
exhibited colonic ulcers at rates exceeding 60%. This is a symptom of ulcerative colitis, a
problem long recognized in horses but, due to the impracticality of equine colonoscopies,
difficult to diagnose until the condition becomes acute.
Ulcerative colitis may lead to poor performance in horses and is thought to contribute to colic,
the number one killer of performance horses. 1 2 The summary described here aims to increase
awareness of this important issue.

Methods
In these studies, freshly euthanized horses from abattoirs in Texas, and later in Quebec, Canada,
were necropsied. After the horses were euthanized, a fecal ball was collected to verify and refine
various antibody fecal blood tests (FBTs) against gross observations. The horses presenting at
the abattoir were mixed breeds and included riding, range, race and show horses, as well as
animals bred for consumption. Immediately after euthanization, the digestive tract was removed
and the stomach and colon were tied off for separate examination. The stomach was split open
and a longitudinal incision was made along the entire length of the colon so they could both be
laid out for observation.
Both gastric and colonic lesions were noted in the Quebec studies, they were broken down by
colon quadrants and graded. Gastric ulcers were categorized according to the Practitioner’s
Simplified Scoring System 3 on a scale from 0 to 3:
0.
1.
2.
3.

Intact mucosal epithelium (can have mild reddening and/or mild hyperkeratosis)
Small single or small multifocal lesions
Large single or large multifocal lesions or extensive superficial lesions
Extensive (often coalescing) lesions with areas of apparent deep ulceration

Due to the dearth of research on colonic ulcers, a corresponding colonic ulcer grading scale did
not exist. We therefore applied the Practitioner’s Simplified Scoring System to the colon for
purposes of this study.
Although several different versions of the FBT were tested in these studies, the observations
were collected using similar procedures. The data were collated from these necroscopic
observations and grouped by equivalent protocols. The largest group yielded a population of 524
horses that could be categorized by ulcer grade and location.
5
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Results
Only 16% of the animals were found to have a perfect score of zero with no noted lesions.
Another 40% had small lesions, often petechiation and possibly caused by parasites. The number
of horses with moderate to severe ulcers was 44%:

Colonic Ulcer Severity, N=524
5%

16%

Grade 0
Grade 1

39%

Grade 2
Grade 3

40%

These scores were collected by colon quadrant according to this standard numbering scheme:

Q1:
Q2:
Q3:
Q4:

left ventral colon
left dorsal colon
right ventral colon
right dorsal colon

The colonic lesions were not equally distributed among these quadrants:

Average Grade per Quadrant, N=524
0.90
0.80

0.78

0.70

0.69

0.60

0.59

0.50
Colonic Score

0.40
0.30

0.22

0.20
0.10
0.00
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Notice that the score for Q4, the right dorsal quadrant, is not over-represented and in fact is less than
the average score for Q3, the right ventral quadrant. Veterinarians familiar with right dorsal colitis (RDC)
may be surprised to see the involvement in other quadrants. In this analysis, right-dorsal lesions account
for less than a third of the visualized lesions. Although the treatment for RDC typically involves
discontinuance of NSAIDs and increasing fiber, the treatment for these other ulcers is unknown.
6
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The ulcers noted over the years were diverse in type as well as location. Here is a small sample
of the observations:

Ecchymoses, right dorsal colon

Cyathastomes (small strongyles), right dorsal colon

Intraluminal lipoma, left dorsal colon

Well circumscribed focal pustule, left ventral colon

Pustule, left dorsal colon

Blood-filled bullae, right dorsal colon
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Disseminated producing nodules, left ventral colon

Severe ecchymoses, left dorsal colon

Well-defined 2” x 3” bullae serosal surface, left ventral
colon

Severe colonic ulceration, right dorsal colon

Many more colonic ulcers were observed than have been reported in the literature. The
involvement of all four quadrants was intriguing, as was the diversity of lesions throughout the
colon.

Discussion
Equine Gastric Ulcer Syndrome (EGUS) has been extensively studied over the last few years,
and the etiology for these gastric lesions is strongly correlated with modern high-energy feeding
practices. 4 In order to excel at strenuous events like racing, the horse must be able to absorb
unnatural quantities of energy-dense grains and carbohydrates. This leads to disruptions of the
normal flow of digesta and the specific microbial populations that have coevolved with the
horse to deal with low-energy roughage. 5 In particular, increased carbohydrate loads can lead
to hind-gut acidosis, laminitis and increases in certain acid-producing bacterial populations. 6
Although gastric ulcers have received great attention, very little is known about the etiology of
colonic ulcers other than NSAID-induced right dorsal colitis (RDC). Mostly this is due to the
difficulty of performing colonoscopies on horses, whose lives are endangered by the lengthy
preparative evacuation period. Horses that die of colic are not routinely necropsied, so
complications and pathologies in this section of the GI tract are still poorly understood and
difficult to diagnose until symptoms become acute.
Due to its large microbial population, the colon is vulnerable to infection and inflammation.
The gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) is the first line of defense and – in keeping with the
magnitude of its responsibility – it is the largest compartment of the immune system. 7
8
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Ulcerative colitis is characterized by a degradation of the mucosa and underlying tissue,
provoking an inflammatory response from the GALT. Inflammation anywhere in the body
consumes energy and resources that are then unavailable to the horse, potentially affecting
performance. Due to the high economic, health and performance impact of equine GI
pathologies, it is important to better understand the prevalence and severity of ulcerative colitis
in these animals.
Laboratory horses are expensive to keep and study, limiting the kind of research that can be done
with them. The large necroscopic studies reported here were made possible by using euthanized
horses from abattoirs in the United States and Canada. Over a period of nine years, the study has
grown to encompass over one thousand horses. This review discusses the first 524 horses studied
up to 2011. A more comprehensive meta-analysis incorporating the entire set of horses is
currently underway.
This review demonstrates that colonic ulcers can be found in all four quadrants of the equine
colon, with overall rates greater than 80%. It is likely that horses at an abattoir are stressed, and
therefore may start to develop ulcers, which might explain some of the smaller lesions that were
noted. However, lesions with scores greater than 1 were found in over 44% of the animals.
Lesions of this severity are less likely to develop over the short period of time spent by horses at
the abattoir and thus may represent a rough lower limit of ulceration for these cohorts.
These unexpectedly high rates and severities raise questions about the etiology of colonic ulcers,
the effect of such a large rate of ulceration on health and performance, and the possible role of
ulcerative colitis as a contributing factor in colic.
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A 58-Horse Study of Two Formulas Designed
to Normalize Equine GI Tract Integrity
Franklin L. Pellegrini, DVM, Vincenzo Franco, DVM, MRCVS and Scott C. Anderson

Introduction
Since 2003, one of the authors, Dr. Pellegrini, has performed over 1,000 equine necropsies,
concentrating on the GI tract, particularly the colon. 1 In addition to the well-known right
dorsal colitis (RDC) brought on by overuse of NSAIDs, diverse lesions were also observed
in all four quadrants of the colon. Based on these gross observations, the 20% of horses
that had histories, and the existing literature, it seems likely that the dietary imbalances of
a high-carbohydrate, high-performance diet bear some responsibility for suboptimal GI
health, leaving it vulnerable to ulcers or inflammation. 2 3
To address this issue, a nutritional supplement composed of natural ingredients, called a
Digestive Conditioning Program (DCP), was designed to help maintain normal equine gut
function, even in the face of unnatural (yet common) feeding and exercise regimens.
Through a field trial with 80 horses in 2003, it was shown that horses fed this product
showed improved fecal blood scores (using guaiac stain) and blood chemistries, proxies
for improved intestinal health. 4 This product has been commercially available since late
2004.
Recently a new veterinary formula (VF) has been developed, based on DCP, but with the
addition of B-vitamins to promote enterocyte metabolism and amino acids to support
intestinal muscle tone and mucus production. This study was undertaken to evaluate the
performance of the new veterinary formula as compared to the original DCP formula. On
measures of whole-gut health, including blood chemistries and fecal blood tests, it is
evident that VF equals or exceeds the supportive effect of DCP.
This study summarizes the results obtained over 120 days.

Methods
59 performance horses in training were selected to conduct a controlled, randomized and
blind study of two formulas, initiated in August, 2013. The two formulas in the study
included DCP and VF, based on DCP but with added amino acids and vitamins. The
horses were housed in three barns and placed on similar training and feeding regimens.
Based on initial baseline CBC values and blood chemistries, the horses were sorted such
that there were similar values for each cohort. All horses had water ad libitum and were
fed TID on feed (Purina Edge) supplemented with grain. The horses were split into three
randomly selected and blindly assigned cohorts.
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One horse in the control group fractured a 3rd carpal bone and was eliminated from the
study, leaving the final sample size of 58 horses organized in three groups as follows:
1. Control:
2. DCP:
3. VF:

18 horses (originally 19; one dropped out)
20 horses
20 horses

The two formulas were made to resemble each other physically and visually to avoid
discriminatory bias. The study started with a fecal occult blood test to establish baseline GI
health. The fecal occult blood test used is a rapid, sensitive antibody test that detects trace
amounts of equine albumin and hemoglobin in the fecal matter which we have shown
correlates to GI lesions. 5 Blood counts of red and white cells, standard blood panels (Na+,
K+, tCO2, CK, Glu, Ca, TBIL, GCT, Alb, TP) and fecal pH were also analyzed each
month and used in individual analyses of horse health. These analyses were scored as -1 if
they tended toward a pathological condition, zero if homeostasis was observed and +1 if
they returned toward normality from a pathological status.

Results
Test results were recorded monthly for each horse during the study, including standard
blood chemistries and counts as well as fecal tests for blood proteins and fecal pH, in order
to independently analyze the health of each horse.

Hemoglobin
Fecal hemoglobin positives in both formula groups showed improvement (lower average
incidence rates) over the four-month period of the study. Lowered rates of hemoglobin in
fecal matter may indicate a diminution of GI permeability, a common source of normal
blood loss. In more severe cases, hemoglobin in feces may be an indicator of ulcers and/or
inflammation in the stomach or intestines.
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Ave FBT Hemoglobin Rates
45%

Percentage Positive

40%
35%
30%
25%

VF

20%

DCP

15%

Ctrl

10%
5%
0%

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Month
Average hemoglobin fecal blood test percentages over four months.

For both formulas, incidence rates of positive results for fecal hemoglobin were lower than
the control group for all four months of the study. Averaged over the entire four-month
period, the hemoglobin percentages are easy to compare:
Overall 120-day Ave FBT Hemoglobin Rates
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
VF

DCP

Ctrl

Overall 120-day averaged percentages of fecal blood test hemoglobin.

For both VF and DCP, fecal hemoglobin percentages are lower than the control. The
vertical lines indicate standard deviation for each data set. Here it can be seen that VF
shows less standard deviation than DCP in the collected FBT scores and that VF ranks
significantly lower than the controls, while DCP and the control are closer when the
deviation is taken into account.
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Albumin
Albumin is degraded by pepsin and other enzymes in the stomach 6 and in the proximal
small intestine, so lowered rates of fecal albumin positives indicate a diminution of
intestinal permeability or bleeding caudal to the common bile duct. In more severe cases,
this can be an indicator of colitis or enteric lesions. Our past studies 7 have shown that this
test correlates well with colonic lesions. Over the four months of the study, the percentage
of albumin positives detected in the horses in either test group (DCP or VF) dropped
significantly from the control level.

Percentage Positive

Ave FBT Albumin Rates
100%
80%
60%

VF

40%

DCP

20%

Ctrl

0%

Aug

Sep

Oct
Month

Nov

Dec

Average albumin fecal blood test percentages over four months.

Positive tests for albumin in the feces showed a consistent decline over the four-month
period of the study. Again, we can view this as an average over the whole four-month
study.
Overall 120-day Ave FBT Albumin Rates
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
VF

DCP

Ctrl

Overall 120-day averaged percentages of fecal blood test albumin.

Here, both DCP and VF groups demonstrate similar drops in FBT albumin detection levels,
and again the standard deviation for VF is smaller than for DCP.
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Red blood cell counts
A decrease in serum red blood cell counts may correlate with increased levels of intestinal
permeability, inflammation or ulceration, a common cause of blood loss. 8 The following
graphs show serum RBC counts over each month of the study.

RBC
8.3

Average score

8.1
7.9
7.7
VF
7.5

DCP

7.3

Ctrl

7.1
6.9
Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Month
Red blood cell counts over four months.

The RBC counts were consistently higher for both VF and DCP than the controls over the
entire period. Again, we can see the overall effect by looking at 120-day averages.

Overall 120-day Ave RBC
8.4
8.2
8.0
7.8
7.6
7.4
7.2
7.0
6.8
VF

DCP

Ctrl

Overall 120-day average red blood cell counts.

The best results were from VF, although both VF and DCP showed a significant separation
from the control, as seen by their standard deviations.
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Individual assessments
Finally, the health of individual horses was examined to determine which ones in each
group had changed in each monthly period. With the groups blinded, and based on the
FBT results, blood chemistries and CBCs, both authors of this paper prepared independent
assessments of every horse, scoring them -1, 0 or 1 to indicate decline, no change, or
improvement in health as compared to the previous month. This was repeated for each
month of the study after the first month, which was used to establish the initial baseline.
The independent assessment scores for each author (which were in close alignment,
differing only by a single horse) were averaged and summed over each group.

Average Monthly Improvement
(120 days)
Monthly Percentage Improvement

40%
30%
20%
10%

28%

13%

0%

-11%
-10%
-20%

VF

DCP

Ctrl

Group
The monthly improvement scores averaged over the entire 120-day study.

Improvements were observed in an average of 28% of the horses in the VF formula cohort
in each monthly assessment, which exceeded the improvement noted in the DCP formula
cohort. The difference in the VF and DCP cohorts exceeded the standard deviation of each
measure, emphasizing the significance of the difference. The generalized decline in the
health assessments of the control cohort is something that has been observed in these
studies before. 9 It may represent an increased GI permeability or inflammation during the
intensive training, transport and performance routines of these horses during the study
period.
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This can also be viewed as a cumulative chart over time, where the number of horses that
improved in each period is added to the next.

Cumulative Improvement Over Time
Cumulative Improvement Scores

25
20
15
10
VF

5

DCP
0

Ctrl

-5
-10
-15

30

60

90

120

Day of the trial

The cumulative improvement in individual horses over the 120-day study.

It can be seen from this that the overall health of horses in the cohort fed SUCCEED VF
improved quickly by 60 days, and continued to improve or remain equal over the next 60
days.

Discussion
In this study, a new functional feed targeting GI integrity and health has been shown to
reduce measures associated with gastric and colonic lesions and other aspects of GI health
and overall health. This veterinary formula (VF) is based on DCP, but with ingredients
added to improve muscle tone, enterocyte replenishment and mucus production.
Based on CBCs, blood chemistry and results of an antibody test for fecal hemoglobin and
albumin, both formulations, VF and DCP, were shown to improve scores related to
intestinal health as compared to the control group. On individual assessments of horse
health, VF scored better than the original formula in three out of four months of the study.
Based on these results, veterinarians should expect a similar improvement of gut health,
greater circulating RBCs and improved protein levels. Each of these improvements
contributes to the overall health and athleticism of the horse.Based on rates of fecal blood
components – albumin and hemoglobin – found in the horses and in previous necroscopic
studies, 10 it is likely that some of these horses had gastritis or colitis.
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It is still unclear exactly how colitis relates to colic in horses, but researchers generally
recognize three main potential precursors to colic: 11
1. colitis or diarrhea
2. obstruction or torsion of the intestine
3. intestinal impaction or enteroliths
To the extent that colitis leads to colic, and to the extent that colitis can be mitigated with a
functional feed like VF, veterinarians may find it possible to reduce the rate of colic in their
equine patients.
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A Nutritive Supplement for Veterinary Use
By Scott C. Anderson

In order to mitigate the conditions leading to colitis in horses, Freedom Health LLC has created a
new equine feed supplement to be sold exclusively through veterinarians, formulated to
normalize disturbances in the GI tract while still allowing horses to be rigorously trained.
The veterinary formula described here contains ingredients that we believe improve upon the
performance of the baseline retail product which has been commercially available since late
2004. The new formula includes Montmorillonite as a mycotoxin absorbent, mucin-related amino
acids to enhance the formation of mucus, myoprotein-related amino acids to promote GI muscle
tone, and B-vitamins to boost enterocyte metabolism.
The key ingredients of this formula include:

Polar Lipids
Lipids represent a large class of molecules that include fatty acids, phospholipids (lecithin),
galactolipids and triglycerides. They play a key role in the structure and function of cellular
membranes and are found in much of the plant material already in equine diets. As a
consequence of their ubiquity, lecithins and lipids are considered to be a GRAS (generally
recognized as safe) supplement.
Oat oil is rich in polar lipids, particularly galactolipids. These are rare in animals, but are the
most common lipids in plants as well as the most abundant form of lipids on the planet. Animals
generally lack the enzymes needed to synthesize these polyunsaturated polar lipids, and so they
must acquire them in their diet. Adding polar lipids to the diet has been shown to protect the
intestinal mucosa and to strengthen the impermeability of
the intestinal brush barrier. 1 2 3
As well as galactolipids, oat oil is rich in trienols and tocopherols, powerful anti-oxidants that
sweep free radicals out of the system before they can damage the surrounding tissue. These
natural anti-oxidants also contribute to the shelf-life of the product.
Polar lipids are versatile emulsifiers, stabilizing oil-water mixtures. They provide an ideal
nutrient delivery vehicle, capable of ferrying both fat and water-soluble molecules into the
tissues. After transporting their nutritive load, polar lipids are readily absorbed in the gut (after
digestion by bile salts), where they supply extra energy to the horse. 4
Freedom Health uses polar lipids derived from specially extracted oat oil.

Beta-glucan
Beta-glucan is a polysaccharide: a chain of glucose molecules that can branch in specific
conformations, each one having unique properties. This branching is represented by a beta
notation that describes how the chains are linked, such as β(1,3). Different beta-glucans can be
derived from yeast, barley and oats, and they can have profound effects on typical animal
systems. They have been known for years to reduce LDL cholesterol levels in the blood. 5 6
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More significantly, beta-glucans moderate the release of sugars from the digestive system,
helping to prevent the sugar highs and lows that often afflict animals that are fed only two or
three times a day on an energy-rich high-carbohydrate diet. 7 Studies have shown that beta-glucan
is effective in reducing post-prandial glycemic peaks by up to 50%. 8
Although more equine studies are needed, research has implicated bacteria in the formation of
ulcers in many animals. While it has been difficult to culture bacteria from horse stomachs,
colonic bacteria are generally known to include a wide variety of pathogenic species.
Beta-glucan is a potent stimulator of the immune system. It arouses macrophages – which have a
specific beta-glucan receptor – to fight pathogenic microbes, mitigating infection and allowing
damaged tissue to heal. 9 10 11
Physically, beta-glucan creates a gel, slowing the transit of feed through the gut and allowing
starches to be digested earlier in the system, thereby reducing the negative effects of starch in the
hind gut. 12 13
Freedom Health uses beta-glucan derived from oats, β(1,3/1,4), as well as yeast β(1,3). The betaglucan from oats is mainly soluble, while the beta-glucan from yeast is mainly insoluble. Beta
glucans of the form β(1,3) have the greatest immunomodulatory effect.

Amino Acids
Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins, and in the context of the intestines, they are
important in maintaining the muscularis, the enterocytes and the mucosal layer.
Amino acids come in both a dextro- and levo- form, but only levo- forms are bioactive. Freedom
Health only uses the levo- isomers of all its amino acids. We drop the “L-” designation in the
following descriptions for the sake of brevity.
Glutamine

Glutamine is the most abundant amino acid in humans as well as horses. Glutamine deficits can
result in diarrhea, villous atrophy, mucosal ulceration, increased intestinal permeability and
necrosis. 14
Glutamine is a muscle fuel and also supplies nitrogen to the immune cells of the intestinal
mucosa, which help to prevent pathogenic organisms from entering the circulatory system.
Glutamine can be administered parenterally to animals recovering from abdominal surgery to
reduce healing time. 15 16
Glutamine is considered to be a nonessential amino acid under normal conditions, because the
body can create as much as is needed de novo. But Glutamine is also known to be “conditionally
essential.” During periods of metabolic or digestive stress such as ulceration or malnutrition,
large amounts of glutamine are consumed, and supplements may be needed to replenish the
supply. 17 18 19 The intestines, along with immune and kidney cells, are the primary consumers of
glutamine in animals.
Threonine, Proline and Serine

Threonine contributes to a smoothly functioning GI tract by assisting metabolism and nutrient
absorption. A deficiency of threonine slows the regeneration of the gut wall and depresses the
production of mucus. 20 21
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Threonine is especially useful for wound healing and for treating stress. It is also an essential link
in the production of immunoglobulins. 22
Threonine, proline and serine are the three most important amino acids in the mucuproteins that,
along with sugars, make up mucus. Together, they account for over 40% of the total amino acids
found in mucus. 23 24
A continuous layer of mucus protects the lining of the gut and is produced by goblet cells
distributed throughout the intestinal tract. However, bacteria and toxins can disrupt this mucus
layer and damage the enterocytes lining the GI tract, leading to lesions and inflammation. In
cases of ulcerative colitis, the mucus layer is denuded in the areas of greatest inflammation. 25 In
order to maintain uninterrupted protection, extra mucus needs to be secreted. In times of stress,
extra amino acids in the diet can be scavenged to help create new mucus quickly.
A specific mix of threonine, proline and serine has been shown to be beneficial in studies where
dextran sulfate sodium was used to induce a model of ulcerative colitis. The extra amino acids
increased the number of mucus-producing goblet cells at the ulcer sites. In addition, an optimal
ratio of the three amino acids restored the gut microbiota to pre- treatment values. 26 We have
reproduced the relative proportions of this restorative amino acid triplet in this formula.
Leucine

Leucine increases the post-feeding insulin response in horses. Both before and after exercise,
leucine augments the rate of muscle glycogen synthesis. 27 Glycogen provides energy storage for
muscles, including the muscles encasing the gut. Glycogen is always observed in the stratified
epithelium of mucus membranes. 28 In addition, leucine is lost due to oxidation in the presence of
trichostrongylus colubriformis (strongyles), leading to reduced growth rates.
Isoleucine

Serum isoleucine, along with leucine, is depleted after exercise and can take 48 hours to
recover. 29 Isoleucine is a component of peptide histidine isoleucine (PHI), which is found
throughout the digestive system, but particularly in the colon. 30 PHI, in turn, plays a role in the
regulation of the immune system through its interplay with prolactin. 31
Lysine

Lysine is an essential amino acid that has a major role in building muscle protein, in recovery
from injury and is important to the growth of horses, especially yearlings. 32 33 Lysine and proline
are important to GI healing and the formation of collagen. 34

Yeast Products
Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a species of yeast with a long history in health and gastronomy. It has
several beneficial properties, two of which are incorporated into SUCCEED DCP.
Yeast Beta-glucan

As discussed earlier in the section on beta-glucan, yeast beta-glucans are of the form β(1,3) and
are potent immunomodulators. Yeast beta glucan is extracted from the inner cell wall of the yeast
cell. It is also an efficient mycotoxin adsorbent, helping to minimize the effect of mycotoxins
produced from fungi and molds found in contaminated grain, forage and feeds.
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Mannan Oligosaccharides

Mannan oligosaccharide (MOS) is a polysaccharide composed of chains of the sugar mannose. It
is extracted from the outer cell wall of S. cerevisiae. It binds to projections called fimbria on
bacteria such as salmonella and clostridia. 35 Thus bound, fimbria can’t form connections with
enterocytes, preventing infection. The bound bacteria are then flushed from the system. 36 The
result is a positive modulation of gut microflora and reduced risk of infection.
MOS can be digested by the enzymes of certain beneficial bacteria. So, in addition to
discouraging pathogenic bacteria, MOS also promotes the growth of beneficial microbes such as
lactobacillus.
MOS stimulates the immune system 37 and encourages the growth of intestinal villi, showing
improved digestion and absorption of nutrients in various animal studies. 38 39 MOS also enhances
the immune system by raising the levels of plasma and colostral IgG and bile IgA antibodies.
Passive transfer of immunity within the first 24 hours of the foal’s life is crucial for protection
against pathogens, which may otherwise result in diarrhea, sepsis and even death.
Freedom Health uses MOS extracted from dried yeast.

Nucleotides
Although the GI tract is covered in mucus, the acids and enzymes nevertheless take a toll on the
enterocytes, the cells lining the gut wall. These cells are constantly dividing, ultimately managing
to totally replace the intestinal lining about every three days.
This continuous cell division requires the replication of millions of DNA molecules every
second. In turn, each DNA molecule is made up of several billion nucleotides. This represents an
impressive amount of energy-intensive chemical synthesis. Clearly, maintaining an adequate
level of nucleotides is a major, ongoing problem for the digestive system.
In general, DNA is synthesized through a complicated pathway that creates fresh nucleotides de
novo. However, in the presence of pre-made nucleotides, the body can down-regulate this
synthesis and instead use an enzyme named HGPRT to scavenge the intact nucleotides,
improving the efficiency of cell repair.
In addition to simple maintenance, cell division is also critical for the repair of damaged tissue,
including ulcers. DNA synthesis is thus a limiting factor in the healing process as well.
In times of stress, certain cells of the digestive system – including the mucus-producing goblet
cells – are incapable of meeting the increased demand for nucleotides. Under these conditions,
nucleotide supplements in the diet have been proven to be beneficial. Studies have shown that
nucleotide supplements increase mucosal thickness and protein levels as well as speeding up
intestinal recovery after chronic diarrhea and intestinal damage. 40
Nucleotide supplements have been shown to increase the maturity and growth of normal
enterocytes while reducing their dependence on exogenous glutamine.41 The mechanism for this
is not totally understood, but for intestinal villi to grow, stem cells in the crypts must divide and
push their way up the length of the villi. 42 Exogenous DNA may enhance this process, perhaps
explaining the extra crypt depth and increased surface area noted with nucleotide supplements.
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Dietary nucleotides also seem to have an important beneficial effect on the intestinal microflora,
stimulating the growth of beneficial bacteria and inhibiting pathogens. This may be due to yet
another effect of dietary nucleotides reported in a NASA study and elsewhere: stimulation of the
immune system. 43 44 In particular, lymphocytes and erythrocytes are not able to synthesize the
purine-based nucleotides at all. For these cells, available nucleotides are essential to proper
functioning. Freedom Health uses nucleotides derived from dried yeast.
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